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This paper considers linear quadratic optimal control from the perspective of a matrix inverse eigenvalue problem. 
The approach employed uses a Newton’s method for solving the Inverse Eigenvalue problem for a class of 
Hermitian/Hamiltonian matrices in the neighborhood of a related singular matrix of rank 1.A few numerical examples 
are presented to illustrate the result.  
 





Recent theoretical results on the solvability of the inverse eigenvalue problem for Hermitian matrices  together with 
numerical examples are systematically reviewed and discussed in respect of the inverse eigenvalue problems for certain 
singular and non-singular Hermitian matrices. See Oduro et al (2012) and Oduro (2012a, b) as well as Baah Gyamfi 
(2012).   
 
This paper deals with methods of solving the inverse eigenvalue problem for certain matrices namely singular 
symmetric matrices of rank 1 via Newton’s method for solving the inverse eigenvalue problem for non-singular 
symmetric matrices trying to determine how to drive a system from some initial state to a target final state by finding a 
set of parameters which gives a right solution. It is clear therefore that every control problem is an inverse problem.  
 
Linear Quadratic Optimal Control Problem (LQOCP)  
 
Here we consider a linear system of the form: 
BuAxx +=
•
  00 xx =                                                                                                                                                  (1) 
Where: u  is the admissible control unit and be of the form: )(tu φ=  
 





)()()()(),( dttRttQxtXxJ TT φφφ




Q is a symmetric positive semi definite matrix. 
R is a symmetric positive definite matrix. 
 
Then, this type of control problem is called Linear Quadratic Control Problem 
 
Since Q  is positive semi definite, then, 0)()( ≥tQxtxT and R  is positive definite  
i.e. 0)()( >tRtT φφ  unless 0)( =tφ . 
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Theorem: Riccati Assume ),( BA  is stabilizable and ),( AQ is detectable. Then, there exists a unique solution P  
in the class of positive semi definite matrices and the closed loop system matrix PBBRA T1−−  is stable. 
 
Proof: If ),( BA  is stabilizable and ),( AQ is detectable, then the equation will be an admissible as it is stabilizing, 
we then verify that it is optimal by completing the square. 
 
For any admissible u . 
0 0
( , ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )T TJ x u x t Qx t u t Ru t dt
∞
 = + ∫       
                1
0
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )T T T T Tx t PBR B Px t u t Ru t x t A P PA x t dt
∞ − = + − + ∫                                               (3) 
                


















[ ] [ ]∫
∞ ••−− −−++
0
11 )]()()()()()(()()(( dttxPtxtPxtxtPxBRtuRtPxBRtu T
T
TTT  





TTTT                                                        (4) 
 
Since oPxx0 is constant and PxBRu
T1−−=  is admissible with 0>R ,  
 
Then, the optimal control will be: )()( 1 tPxBRtu T−−=                                                                                              (5) 
 
While the optimal cost is: ( ) TV x x Px=                                                                                                                         (6)                                                                                                                                                                       
 
Linear System and the Riccati Equation 
 
We let 0:,, ≥=ℜ∈ℜ∈ℜ∈ ××× Tnnmnnn QQQBA   and 0: >=ℜ∈ × Tmm RRR  
 
Finding the linear quadratic optimal control for the functional; 






1)(                                                                                                             (7) 
 
Subject to differential equation 
[ ] iifi xtxttttButAxtX =∈+=
•
)(,,),()()(                                                                                                             (8) 
 
Then the Hamiltonian functional is given by: 
( ) [ ] [ ]BuAxpRuuQxxtuxpH TTT +++=
2
1,,,                                                                                                   (9) 
 







0)()( =+⇒ •• BtpRtu
TT                                                                                                                                       (10) 
 
Thus, )()( 1 tpBRtu T •
−
• −=   and the adjoint equation is given as: 
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( ) [ ] 0)(,,),()()( =∈−=+⇒ ••
•
•• ffi
TTT tpttttpAtpQtx     
                                                   
Then,  
[ ] 0)(,,),()()( =∈−= ••••
•
ffi













































                                               (12)                         
 
Equation (12) is a linear, time variant differential equation in ( )•• px ,  which is called Hamilton’s Equation. 
 



















is nn 22 ×  so that A, Q, BR-1BT are all is 22×  sub-matrices of H.
 
 
Using appropriate row dependence relations, a 44×  singular Hermitian matrix representing H above can be 



























































Here we assume that the singularity of the matrix is due to the row dependence relations specified below: 
 
11 RkR ii =+  
314111412131113111211121 ;;
−−−
=−===−===−==⇒ kaakakaakakaaka  
      1 1 232 2 11 1 12 2 42 3 11 1 12 3 43 3 11 2 12 3( ) ; ( ) ; ( )a k a k a k k a k a k a k k a k a k a k k
− − −





121112122 )()( kakakaka ====⇒ 21112131113123 )()(    kkakkakaka
−
====  




231213233 )()(    kakakaka ====  




341314344 )()(    kakakaka ====  
 






111 kkkaAtr +++== λ  
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Since we have assumed that the above is also a Hamiltonian matrix of the linear quadratic optimal control problem, we 




















































R and Q are Hermitian symmetric matrices and TAA −=  
 














Substituting for 3k  in equation (i) 
21 1 2.................( )k k k k ii




















2 21 ..........( )k k i iii
−
= − ⇒ = −  
But, 
13123 )( kikkkk −=⇒=
−
 
3 1..............................( )k ik iv=  
 











































Thus;       ( )2111 12)( kaAtr +== λ  
 














































H λ  
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SOLUTION OF THE IEP FOR NONSINGULAR HAMILTONIAN MATRIX 
 
Since there are repeating diagonal elements we solve the IEP by Newton’s method for two distinct target 
eigenvalues 21,λλ  which therefore give rise to two (2) functions with independent variables being the diagonal 
elements of matrix A which is a sub-matrix of H: 
HtrAaaf det)(2),( 1
2
122111 +−= λλ  
HtrAaaf det)(2),( 2
2
222112 +−= λλ  
 
Thus; 
( ) =22111 , aaf ( ) Haa det2 1221121 ++− λλ  
 
( ) =22112 , aaf ( ) Haa det2 2221122 ++− λλ  
 

























































While the general Newton’s method is given by the following iteration; 
 














While the Determinant ( )( )1122212 aaDet −−= λλ  
 
Then the formula for finding inverse of 22× Jacobian matrix is given as;  
 


























To solve the inverse eigenvalue problem (IEP) for the Hamiltonian equation associated with the LQOC problem: 
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Subject to differential equation 




































































For the case when it is Non-Singular matrix: 
 
Given two distinct target eigenvalues 21 ,λλ (repeated for each) 
 
Step 1: Determine the characteristic functions i.e. 
2
1 11 22 1 1( , ) 2( ) detf a a trA Hλ λ= − +  
2
2 11 22 2 2( , ) 2( ) detf a a trA Hλ λ= − +  
 

























































Step 3: Apply the Newton’s method in H .i.e. 
 
)()( )0()0(1)0()1( XfXJXX −−=  
 











into H replacing the original diagonal element.
 
 
NUMERICAL EXAMPLES  
 
I. Positive Definite Case 
 
Given the target eigenvalues  
2,1 21 == λλ  
 
And an initial rank 1 singular matrix with  
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To solve the IEP by Newton’s method using the above as initial matrix, we proceed as follows  
( ) =22111 , aaf ( ) 02 1221121 ++− λλ aa  
 
90)1(101 −=+−⇒  
 
( ) =22112 , aaf ( ) 02 2221122 ++− λλ aa  
 
























































































22 1 11 11
22 2 11 21 2 22 11
2 2 8 1 2 11 1




















Substituting into the Newton’s equation 
 
)()( )()0(1)()1( nnn XfXJXX −+ −=
 
 
(1) 1 7 1 9 1 2.1661
4 10 4 24 4 0.33318
X
− −         
= − = −         





































Hence, the matrices is positive definite. 
 
Ii. Negative Definite Case 
 
Given the target eigenvalues  
2,1 21 −=−= λλ  
 
And an initial rank 1 singular matrix with  
102,1 111 =⇒== λka  
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To solve the IEP by Newton’s method using the above as initial matrix, we proceed as follows  
( ) =22111 , aaf ( ) 02 1221121 ++− λλ aa  
110)1(101 =+−−⇒  
 
( ) =22112 , aaf ( ) 02 2221122 ++− λλ aa  
 
























































































22 1 11 11
22 2 11 21 2 22 11
2 2 8 1 2 11 1




















Substituting into the Newton’s equation 
 
)()( )()0(1)()1( nnn XfXJXX −+ −=
 
 
(1) 1 9 3 11 1 1.51
4 10 4 24 4 0.77718
X          = − = −         








=  − 
 
 




























Hence, the matrix is Negative definite. 
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The usual approach to the LQOC problem has been reviewed. Recent theoretical results have also been systematically 
reviewed and discussed in respect of the inverse eigenvalue problem (IEP) for certain singular and non-singular 
Hermitian matrices. Based on these results, we have successfully developed a general form of the LQOC problem as an 
inverse eigenvalue problem involving a Hermitian Hamiltonian matrix and justified the claims by numerical examples 
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